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What is the Developmental
Services Human Resources
Strategy?

1

Launched in March 2008 with a 10-year plan, the Developmental Services Human Resource Strategy
(DSHRS) is a partnership between the Provincial Network on Developmental Services, and the Ministry of
Children, Community, and Social Services (MCCSS) with a vision to professionalize the sector and ensure
the best quality of supports for people with developmental disabilities in Ontario. The goals of the DSHR
Strategy are to:
•
•

Increase the pool of qualified developmental services professionals;
Ensure consistency in education, training and professional development in Ontario’s

•
•

Developmental Services Sector;
Provide opportunity for a variety of career paths for Developmental Services Professionals;
Enhance management expertise.

To achieve these goals, the DSHR Strategy Steering Committee oversees the activities of subcommittees
and task groups, including the Developmental Services Worker (DSW) Apprenticeship Program Task
Group.
In 2006, the Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities (MTCU) Apprenticeship Branch set up a
task force representing DS Agencies, Colleges, MCCSS and MTCU to develop the DSW Apprenticeship
Program. The Program was designed to address the unmet needs of agencies for qualified staff. The
primary objective of the Program was to allow employees to continue in their employment while receiving
credit for their hours of work and, on a part-time basis, attend classes for the schooling part of the
Apprenticeship.
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What is the purpose of the DSW
Apprenticeship Program Toolkit?
The purpose of this Toolkit is to provide a comprehensive resource for Direct Support Professionals who are
considering pursuing the DSW Apprenticeship Program, current Apprentices, DS Employers, and Employer
Sponsors. Information and resources from a variety of different sources have been consolidated to create
a go-to guide for any questions related to the DSW Apprenticeship Program. The Toolkit is organized as a
series of questions relevant to Apprentices, Employers, or both, and is designed to:
•

Describe the benefits of the Apprenticeship Program

•

Assist Apprentices and Employer Sponsors in navigating the Apprenticeship Program

•

Describe the roles and responsibilities of the various stakeholders

•

Provide relevant tools and resources

•

Describe best practices in supporting, promoting, and being successful in the Apprenticeship Program

The DSW Apprenticeship Program Toolkit is a dynamic resource available in print and digital formats to
maximize usability.
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What is the DSW
Apprenticeship Program?

2

What is a Developmental Services Worker (DSW)?
A Developmental Services Worker supports people who have a developmental disability to participate in all
aspects of community life and realize their full potential. Developmental Services Workers are employed
by organizations that provide support to individuals with special needs, including faith and culture-based
agencies and by school boards to assist in the classroom. Specifically, a Developmental Services Worker
assists people with developmental disabilities by:
•

Promoting adaptive skills

•

Promoting safe environments

•

Modelling and promoting a healthy lifestyle

•

Applying positive behaviour supports

•

Fostering independence

•

Participating in the development and implementation of person-directed plans

•

Teaching and supporting people to achieve their goals and advocate for themselves

•

Supporting people in the development and maintenance of family, community and other relationships

What is the DSW Apprenticeship Program?
The DSW Apprenticeship Program is a unique opportunity to get paid while training for a rewarding career.
Apprenticeship is for:
•

People already working in the Developmental Services field who do not have a DSW Credential

•

Students considering furthering their education

•

People looking for a career change

The DSW Apprenticeship Program consists of on-the-job and in-class training. About 85 to 90% of training
happens on the job. The rest of the training happens in the classroom or online at a local community college
or an approved training organization.
People who complete their training will receive a Certificate of Apprenticeship. The Apprenticeship can also
lead to a DSW Diploma if it’s combined with general college education as well as a few other credits. Each
college determines the credits required for a diploma.
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What is the On-the-Job Training?
An apprenticeship involves practical training provided on-the-job by your Employer Sponsor. The Employer
Sponsor identifies a staff member who has the skills and knowledge of the job to coach and mentor the
Apprentice. This staff may be known as a “Coach/Mentor” for the Apprentice. There are certain skills or
competencies that the Apprentice must develop. These skills and competencies are set out by the DSW
Apprenticeship Training Standard and are recognized by the industry as being essential to the practice of the
trade.
As these essential skills are developed, the Apprentice’s Coach/Mentor signs the relevant sections of the
training standard to indicate that the Apprentice has met the individual training objectives by demonstrating
the skills required of a skilled worker in the trade.

What is the In-Class Training?
The DSW Apprenticeship includes, but is not limited to, instruction in:
•

Professionalism

•

Developmental disabilities

•

Person-directed planning

•

Services and supports in agencies and communities

•

Behavioural intervention strategies

•

Teaching strategies

•

Safety procedure and abuse prevention

•

Health and wellness

•

Supports for people with mental health disorders, developmental disabilities, and dual diagnosis
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The learning outcomes and number of hours associated with each learning outcome are outlined in the DSW
Apprenticeship Curriculum Standard. Depending on the college you attend, in-class training is offered both
in-person and online.

How long will the Program take to complete?
The industry benchmark for achieving competency in a trade is 4,500 hours, with 3,720 of those hours
devoted to on-the-job work experience and 780 hours devoted to in-school training. This benchmark is
intended only as a guide; completion of the Program depends on mastery of skills rather than on number of
hours spent training.
Apprentices usually take about 2-4 years to complete the Program. The number of years will vary depending
on the amount of time it takes you to master the required skills and the amount of time that you are able to
dedicate to taking courses. In-class training is typically scheduled 1 day a week, year-round. Classes can also
be taken at night or online. Typically, you have the option of taking 1 or 2 courses per semester, depending on
your work schedule. Apprentices are encouraged to finish the Program within 3 years.

How much will the Program cost?
Presently the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities (MTCU) pays 80 to 90% of the tuition for the
DSW Apprenticeship Program. Courses typically vary between $50 and $150 each. You will also need to pay
for textbooks, which vary in cost between $100 and $180.
To continue to be eligible for the Program, you must maintain membership status with the Ontario College
of Trades (OCOT) for the duration of the Program. There is a $60 (+HST) annual membership fee to maintain
your membership with OCOT. The first $60.00 fee is paid upon applying for Membership with OCOT.

What are the academic requirements?
In order to qualify for the DSW Apprenticeship Program, you will need an Ontario Secondary School Diploma
(OSSD) or GED or equivalent.
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Is the DSW Apprenticeship
Program Right for me?

3

The DSW Apprenticeship Program is available
to all staff working in developmental services,
agencies, or other organizations such as school
boards that provide services to individuals with
developmental disabilities.
Your first step to becoming an Apprentice is to
decide if the Developmental Services Worker
occupation best matches your goals and
interests. Think about who you are, what you
like to do, what kind of lifestyle you enjoy, and
what you would like to be doing three to ten
years from now.

If you are presently employed by an organization that hires Developmental Services Workers and
supports people with developmental disabilities, the Developmental Services Worker Apprenticeship
Program may be the perfect way to advance your education while you continue to work.
If you believe that having a positive and direct impact on the lives of people with developmental
disabilities is a career worth pursuing, and if you are looking for personal and professional
satisfaction on a daily basis, the DSW Apprenticeship Program will guide you toward these goals.
If you possess emotional maturity, strong interpersonal skills, and a commitment to community
inclusion, the developmental services sector is looking for candidates like you.
If you are unable to attend school full-time because of personal commitments and other
responsibilities, the DSW Apprenticeship Program enables you to “Earn while you learn.”
If you’re interested in building on the skills you already have, the DSW Apprenticeship Program will
expand your skill and knowledge base and give you opportunities to apply your learnings. Your
courses will be dynamic with a focus on disabilities, mental health, interpersonal skills, counseling,
health, pharmacology, and teaching and supporting people to achieve their goals. You’ll also learn
how to collaborate and build relationships with family members, and to work with the diverse
network of support for people with developmental disabilities.
If you are thinking of pursuing the DSW Diploma, the DSW Apprentice Program will allow you to
bridge to the Diploma by taking a few additional courses and completing a field placement.
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Why should I enroll in the DSW
Apprentice Apprenticeship Program?
What are the benefits of participating in the Program, and of
obtaining my Certificate of Apprenticeship?
• Flexibility

• Continuous Learning

The DSW Apprenticeship Program allows you to
work and go to school at the same time. Depending
on the college, courses are offered in one of the
following ways: one day per week, one evening
per week, or one week at a time. Each college also
has its own delivery format: either classroom, or
distance education via the Internet. This gives you
the opportunity to learn at your own pace, and
balance your training with the demands of your
personal life.

The DSW Apprenticeship Program establishes you
as a continuous learner. You will be exposed to
new ideas and approaches to problems that you
may have encountered in your daily work. You may
also realize new interests in the Developmental
Services field, which you can explore further in
your workplace. By completing the Certificate
of Apprenticeship, should you wish to attain a
Developmental Services Worker Diploma, only a few
more credits and field placement hours will lead to
this credential.

• Affordability
Apprenticeship programs receive a subsidy from
the Ministry of Training Colleges and Universities
(MTCU), making this Program a very affordable
means for employees to continue their education.
MTCU will pay 80 to 90% of the registration fees
for courses taken by an Apprentice towards a
Certificate of Apprenticeship. Upon completion of
the Certificate of Apprenticeship, you can also apply
to receive a $2,000 taxable completion grant from
MTCU.

• Improved Quality of Supports
The DSW Apprenticeship Program helps to improve
the quality of supports that people receive, by
building on the skills, knowledge, and experience of
support workers. In the 2016 DSW Apprenticeship
Program Survey, almost 90% of DSW Apprenticeship
Program graduates indicated that they felt better
able to support people with developmental
disabilities.
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• Improved Competitiveness and
Career Progression
Obtaining your Certificate of Apprenticeship will
make you better suited to particular jobs within
your organization. You are at an advantage in
job competitions if you have a DSW Certificate
of Apprenticeship. With this advantage, you may
increase your future earning potential by having
access to career-progression opportunities such as
full-time positions. Qualification requirements for fulltime position vary across organizations. Check with
the HR department at your organization regarding
career pathing and educational requirements.

• Confidence-Building
You will have opportunities to evaluate your own
strengths and weaknesses in the process of earning
the Certificate, and have a broader understanding
of the skills and strategies that can be effective in
your professional practice. This process builds your
confidence by equipping you with the knowledge
and experience you need to provide high-quality
support to people with developmental disabilities.
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What did current Apprentices and Graduates
have to say about the Program?
The opportunity provided is amazing for people like myself
who went into one field that is similar but not completely the
same…to go back and learn more…understand the people
we’re working with…I would not be able to do it if I was
going to school full-time, so the opportunity is amazing.
-Sophiann Lewis, Current Apprentice
…this Program has opened my eyes to a
lot of stuff...it helps you to better yourself
as a person and as a worker
-Ashley Vincent, Current Apprentice
I’m pretty convinced that the
DSW Apprenticeship is the best
way to get trained for this vocation.
-Haydn Jensen, Graduate of Program.
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What kind of commitment does the DSW Apprenticeship
Program require?
What is the time commitment?
•

The industry benchmark for achieving competency in a trade is 4,500 hours, with 3,720 of those hours
devoted to on-the-job work experience and 780 hours devoted to in-school training. This benchmark is
intended only as a guide; completion of the DSW Apprenticeship Program depends on mastery of skills
rather than on number of hours spent training.

•

Apprentices usually take about 2-4 years to complete the Program. The number of years will vary
depending on:
1.
2.

The amount of time it takes you to master the required skills; and
The amount of time that you are able to dedicate to taking courses.

•

In-class training is usually scheduled 1 day a week, year round. There is also the option to do night
classes (after work), or online classes. Some colleges offer a combination of training delivery options.

•

Typically, you have the option of taking either 1 or 2 courses per semester. Depending on the college
you attend and how the curriculum is delivered, courses vary between 30 and 90 hours.

•

Be prepared to make a 4 to 8 hour a week time commitment for each course, in addition to the time
spent in the class itself.

What is the cost commitment?
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•

Presently, the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities (MTCU) pays 80% to 90% of the
registration fees for courses taken by an Apprentice toward a Certificate of Apprenticeship. You will pay
only the remainder.

•

Your classroom fees will be about $10 for every 6-hour-day of class time. For a 30-hour course, this
translates to $50 for the course. For a 90-hour course, this translates to $150 for the course.

•

Textbooks will cost you between $100 and $180 per textbook. You may be able to find used copies for
a lower price, or borrow from previous Apprentices who took the course.

•

To continue to be eligible for the Program, you must maintain membership status with the Ontario
College of Trades (OCOT). There is a $60 (+HST) annual membership fee to maintain your membership
with OCOT. The first $60 fee is paid upon applying for Membership with OCOT, and $60 needs to be
paid every year that you are in the Apprenticeship Program.

•

Check whether your employer has a policy on education reimbursement as the Apprenticeship
Program may qualify for some additional financial assistance.

•

When you have finished the Program and received your Certificate of Apprenticeship, you will be
eligible to apply for the Apprenticeship Completion Bonus to receive a taxable cash grant of $2,000.
See Financial Incentives for more details on this Bonus and another financial resource.
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What are the Admission
Requirements?

4

You will need:
1. To be 16 years of age or older, with a valid
Social Insurance Number (SIN)
2. An Ontario Secondary School Diploma (OSSD)
or GED or equivalent (e.g., out-of-country
documents that demonstrate an equivalent to
Grade 12 education)
3. An employer in the field of Developmental
Services to sponsor your Apprenticeship
4. To be a registered Apprentice with the Ministry
of Training, Colleges and Universities (MTCU).
5. To be a member in good standing with the
Ontario College of Trades (OCOT).

What is an Employer Sponsor?
An Employer Sponsor is an employer who has
agreed, via a Registered Training Agreement, to
ensure that the Apprentice is provided with the
training required as part of the DSW Apprenticeship
program and described in the DSW Apprenticeship
Training Standard. Sponsors are responsible for
deciding when and whether their Apprentices have
proved their competency in each required skill.
Sponsors must also agree to allow their Apprentices
to attend the required in-school component of their
Apprenticeship program.
Check with your local Developmental Services
agency or your current employer to see whether it is
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an Employer Sponsor.

What is the Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities
(MTCU)?
The Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities (MTCU) is the ministry of the government of Ontario
responsible for the administration of laws, policies, and funding relating to post-secondary education and
skills training.
When you are applying to the DSW Apprenticeship Program, you will need to apply through MTCU. You
can apply online here. MTCU provides administrative and program support, and offers end-to-end guidance
for Apprentices and Employers. MTCU pays 80 to 90% of the registration fees for courses taken by an
Apprentice towards a Certificate of Apprenticeship.

MTCU is responsible for:
•

Creating a Training Agreement, which covers the conditions of your Apprenticeship. You and your
Sponsor will sign the agreement, and MTCU will review, approve, and register it.

•

Funding, reviewing and scheduling classroom training for the DSW Apprenticeship Program.

•

Administering grants that are available to both the Apprentices and the Employer Sponsor:
1.

2.
3.

•

Apprenticeship Completion Bonus: a taxable cash grant of $2,000 available to registered
Apprentices after they successfully complete their Apprenticeship training and obtain their
Certificate of Apprenticeship.
Loans for Tools: A $300 interest free loan for new Apprentices to help buy any tools needed to
perform the job.
Apprenticeship Completion Employer Bonus: A $1,000 taxable cash grant for Employers for each
Apprentice employed and trained who completes their Apprenticeship and receives a Certificate of
Apprenticeship.

Issuing a Certificate of Apprenticeship to all Apprentices who have completed the requirements of
their training program, meaning: they have passed all required levels of classroom training and their
Sponsors have signed-off on their training standard to confirm that they are competent in all the
required skills of the trade.

If you have questions about getting started with the Program, or need support in order to continue or
complete their program, you should contact your local MTCU office.
*NOTE: The Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities was formally called Ministry of Advanced Education
and Skills Development (MAESD). Any references to MAESD in online sources are referring to MTCU.
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What is the Ontario College of Trades?
The Ontario College of Trades (OCOT) is the board-governed professional regulatory body that is responsible
for regulating and promoting the skilled trades in Ontario. The primary mandate of regulatory bodies is to
protect the public interest from unqualified, incompetent or unfit practitioners. The provincial government,
through legislation, has given the skilled trades sector the responsibility of regulating itself in the public
interest. OCOT aims to put skilled trades on a similar footing with teachers, doctors, and nurses, who have
their own professional regulatory colleges.
Apprentices with Registered Training Agreements (RTA) must become members of the OCOT’s Apprentices
Class and must remain a member in good standing with OCOT in order to complete the Apprenticeship
program. Membership in the College for the Apprentice Class is tied to an annual membership fee of $60
($67.80 including HST). You are required to become a member of the OCOT’s Apprentices Class within 90
days of registering your training agreement with the Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities (MTCU).
If you do not do so, or your membership lapses, your RTA with MTCU will be cancelled. You can access
OCOT’s guide to applying for membership here and the Membership Application Form here. OCOT maintains
a register of its members, including Apprentices.

What role does OCOT have in training?
OCOT sets training and certification standards to serve the skilled trades sector and protect the public
interest, conducts research to help set training priorities so Ontario will have the workers it needs in
the future, and increases access for internationally-trained workers to get certified. In consultation with
representatives from the trade, OCOT developed the DSW Apprenticeship Training Standard to support
consistency and accountability within the on-the-job training process and to ensure Apprentices across
Ontario are developing the skills necessary for success in their trades.

How is OCOT funded?
OCOT is funded on the basis of its own revenues, which come from membership fees.

What is the value of my membership to OCOT?
OCOT is an industry-driven champion for the trades that belongs to its members. The benefits of being a
member include:
•

Voice – Membership allows you to be represented and heard at decision-making tables.

•

Ownership – Being a member means you are part of a professional, self-regulating body that defines
scopes of practice, training and certification standards for the skilled trades in Ontario.

•

Status – Once you are a member, you will be officially recognized as either a skilled trades
professional-in-training, or as someone with professional certification.

•

Protection – You will be protected by stronger enforcement to maintain the integrity of Ontario’s trades
system.

•

Productivity – Employers will have access to a skilled and certified workforce that meets the needs of
Ontario’s economy.

To learn more about the about OCOT, call toll-free 1-855-299-0028 or in Toronto, call 647-8473000, or visit www.collegeoftrades.ca.
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What are the Financial
Incentives for Apprentices and
for Employers?
Apprentice

Employer

Apprenticeship Completion Bonus in
Non-Red Seal Trades

Apprenticeship Completion Employer Bonus

•

Taxable cash grant of $2,000 available to registered
Apprentices after they successfully complete their
Apprenticeship training and obtain their Certificate of
Apprenticeship.

•

Grant funding application must be submitted no
later than 180 days following the completion of an
Apprenticeship.

•

MTCU will send the application for completion to
eligible Apprentices.

•

If you do not receive the application, contact the
Coordinator, Bonus to Apprentices Program 1-800-4489656 or the toll-free Employment Ontario Hotline at
1-800-387-5656.

•

Taxable cash grant of $1,000 for each Apprentice
employed/trained who completes their Apprenticeship.

•

Grant funding applications must be submitted no
later than 180 days following the completion of an
Apprenticeship.

•

If you don’t receive an application, please call the toll
free Employment Ontario hotline: 1-800-387-5656 and
request an application

Loan for Tools
•

A $300 interest free loan for new Apprentices to help
buy the tools and equipment needed to perform their
trade.

•

The loan is interest-free for the duration of the
Apprenticeship and one year after completing it.
Interest will be charged if it is not repaid within that
year.

•

Application is sent automatically to the Apprentice
following registration. The applicant should complete
and return the loan agreement. MTCU will respond
within 60 days of receiving the signed loans
agreement.

•

If you do not receive the application, contact: 1-800313-1746 or local MTCU Apprenticeship Office

Employer Stipend
•

Your employer may also offer an educational stipend.
Enquire with your Sponsor about any funding that is
available.

MTCU Funding
•

16
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MTCU pays 80 to 90% of the registration fees for
courses taken by an Apprentice towards a Certificate of
Apprenticeship.
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How do I Register for the DSW
Apprenticeship Program?

6

What are the steps to becoming registered as an Apprentice?

1

FIND A SPONSOR
If you are interested in the DSW Apprenticeship Program, talk to your employer to express
your interest. Your employer will need to sponsor you to take part in the program. This
means that your employer must be willing to provide you with training according to the
DSW Apprenticeship Training Standard, and with opportunities to learn the skills necessary
to practice the trade. Your employer may have its own internal criteria for agreeing to
sponsor you, so your first step is to check with them.
*If you do not yet work in the field, you will need to find an employer who will support you in your
Apprenticeship training. Employment Ontario can help you with your job search, and there are
online tools including the Ontario Job Bank, and Hire with Confidence. Check with your local
Developmental Services agency or your current employer to see whether it is an Employer
Sponsor.

2

SUBMIT AN APPLICATION

3

SIGN A TRAINING AGREEMENT

You and your Employer Sponsor will need to complete an Application for Apprenticeship
online or fill out a paper copy, and submit it to your local MTCU Apprenticeship office.
The application takes about 10 minutes to complete and you’ll be asked for your Social
Insurance Number (SIN) and your mailing address. You’ll also be asked for information
about your Sponsor. You will be assigned an MTCU Training Consultant, who will arrange a
meeting to assess your eligibility for the program and your Sponsor’s ability to provide the
required training.

If MTCU approves your application, your MTCU Training Consultant will explain how to sign
and register a Training Agreement between you and your Sponsor. This agreement will
cover the conditions of your Apprenticeship. You and your Sponsor will need to sign the
agreement, and MTCU will review, approve, and register it. This is your Registered Training
Agreement (RTA).

A DSW APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM TOOLKIT
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4

SCHEDULE & CONFIRM CLASSROOM
TRAINING & MAKE PAYMENT
MTCU will then schedule your in-class training based on your school and time preferences.
About 100 days prior to the class start date, MTCU will send you and your Employer Sponsor
an Offer of Classroom Training letter. The Offer letter will contain the school’s and the Training
Consultant’s contact information, and class information (location, time, etc.). School seats are
available on a first-come-first-served basis starting from the date you registered your RTA. You
will be notified when your Apprentice school seat is available, and you will need to confirm your
seat with the school. Depending on the time of year, and the number of students enrolling, you
may have to wait a few months before a seat is available. You will need to pay the college you
attend $10 for every 6 hour-day of class to confirm your seat with the school. These are your
classroom fees.

4

BECOME A MEMBER OF THE ONTARIO
COLLEGE OF TRADES (OCOT)
After signing your RTA, you’ll have 90 days to become a member of the Ontario College of
Trades (OCOT). If you do not do so, your RTA will be cancelled. You must be a member of
OCOT to work as an Apprentice. You’ll need to submit an application form and pay the annual
Apprentice membership fee, which is $60 plus HST. You can find more details about becoming
a member of OCOT in this membership application guide.
*PLEASE NOTE: You will need to pay this fee to OCOT every year that you are an Apprentice.
Otherwise, your membership to OCOT will be suspended, you will no longer be able to attend
classes as an Apprentice, and the hours you work will not be counted toward completion of the
Apprenticeship. You will be required to re-register in the Program to continue.

After completing these steps, you will have successfully registered yourself in the DSW Apprenticeship
Program. At this point you can apply for a $300 Loan for Tools to purchase any tools you may need for your
trade (including textbooks). See Financial Incentives.
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What are the Components of the
DSW Apprenticeship Program?

7

There are two components of the DSW Apprenticeship Program:
•
•

The on-the-job training component (about 85 to 90% of the Program)
The in-class training component (about 10 to 15% of the Program)

How do I meet the On-the-Job Training requirements?
The On-the-Job Training component of the DSW Apprenticeship Program makes up about 85 to 90% of your
Apprenticeship.
The DSW Apprenticeship Training Standard (or Log Book) is your official record of the on-the-job skills you
obtain throughout your Apprenticeship. It contains all the skills associated with your trade and describes
how you, the Apprentice, must perform each skill in order to have met the training objectives.
Your Employer Sponsor will assign you a Coach/Mentor from your organization, who has the demonstrated
skills and knowledge of the job to monitor your progress, give you feedback, respond to your questions, and
guide you through unfamiliar tasks during your day-to-day work.
Agencies may vary in their expectations, but a general guideline is to accept and constructively use feedback
from your Coach/Mentor, and also provide feedback to your Coach/Mentor. Also remember to demonstrate
good teamwork and leadership skills in your day-to-day practice, to share what you are learning, and to strive
to enhance the work of the whole team.

How do I complete my Log Book?
There are two types of signatures required in your Log Book:

1. Skill Confirmation:
You and your Coach/Mentor sign off on each required skill to confirm that you have demonstrated
competency in that skill.
Demonstrating competency means that you have performed the skill according to the way it is described
in the Training Standard/Log Bog.
For example, with respect to the ‘Managing Medication’ skill set, you will have completed the skill
“Monitor response to medication” when you have “observ(ed) individuals’ response to medication
to determine adverse reactions and reporting and documenting according to agency’s policies and
procedures”. (See page 17 of the Training Standard/Log Book).
Following each successful acquisition of a skill, you and your Coach/Mentor will both sign off and date
the skill (see pages 11 to 27 of the Training Standard/Log Book).
A DSW APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM TOOLKIT
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2. Skill Set Confirmation:
After you and your Coach/Mentor have signed off on all the required skills in a skill set, your Employer
Sponsor (Employer representative) signs the signature box at the end of each skill set to confirm your
competency in the skill set. (See page 8 of the Training Standard/Logbook for the Skill Set Completion Form).
Your sponsor and your Coach/Mentor should reference Guidelines for Trainers Signing Apprenticeship Log
Books for further guidelines on signing off.

How do I work with my Coach/Mentor?
During your on-the-job training, you should work closely with your Coach/Mentor to establish a plan for
achieving your skills and completing your training. Because the agency’s policies and procedures are
frequently referenced as the standard for determining whether a skill has been achieved, you will want to
have a discussion with your Coach/Mentor to clearly define expectations. It may be helpful to generate, with
your Coach/Mentor’s assistance, some examples of how each of the skills in your Log Book may be met.
This will give you better guidance on how to achieve the skill than will the skill description in the Log Book
alone. See the Tools and Resources section for an example.
Review the Log Book regularly with your trainer to track your progress. You should feel free to ask your
Coach/Mentor questions, and for continuous feedback about your progress.

What if I have more than one Employer? Can I meet the
requirements of my on-the-job training by working for both
Employers?
Yes, you can have a trainer at another Employer sign off on your skills achievement. Ultimately,
however, the Employer Sponsor will need to determine your competency and sign off on the Skill
Set Completion Form (page 8 of the Training Standard). By completing and submitting this form,
the Employer Sponsor is accepting full responsibility for your workplace training, regardless of
where you were trained.
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What if I need to change Employer
Sponsors during my Apprenticeship?
If you need to change Employer sponsors, you can submit your request to MTCU online here. You and your
new Employer sponsor will need to sign a new Registered Training Agreement (i.e., repeat Step 3 of “How
do I Register for the DSW Apprenticeship Program?” with your new Employer sponsor). Record your original
Employer sponsor’s information and the number of your original Training Agreement in Apprentice Record #1
of your Log Book (see page 28 of the Training Standard/Log Book).

What are the skills I need to achieve to
meet the training objectives?
There are 9 skill sets that need to be achieved:
1. Promote individual’s adaptive skills
2. Maintain safe environment
3. Model and promote healthy lifestyle
4. Manage medication
5. Apply crisis intervention strategies
6. Participate in the development and implementation of person directed planning
7. Support individuals to develop and maintain relationships
8. Facilitate family and community relationships
9. Develop self and maintain professionalism
Each of the nine skill sets is comprised of skills related to that skill set. See the DSW Apprenticeship Training
Standard (or Log Book) for details.
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How do I meet the In-Class Training requirements?
The In-Class Training component of the DSW Apprenticeship Program makes up about 15% of your
Apprenticeship and includes 780 hours of in-class time.
The DSW Apprenticeship Curriculum Standard identifies the outcomes that the Apprentice is expected
to achieve while in school. The curriculum is comprised of 12 reportable subjects and focuses on the
theoretical knowledge and application required to support the performance objectives described in the
DSW Apprenticeship Training Standard.

Reportable Subjects

Hours Total

Hours Theory

Hours Practice

Developmental Disabilities

90

90

0

Philosophy of Support

30

25

5

Social Services

30

30

0

Person-Directed Plans

45

30

15

Intervention Strategies

60

30

30

Teaching Strategies

60

30

30

Responding to Abuse

30

25

5

Health and Wellness

180

140

40

Pharmacology

45

40

5

Dual Diagnosis

45

30

15

Community Building

45

40

5

Professionalism

120

60

60

Total

780

570

210

Depending on the college delivering the training, the 12 reportable subjects will be taught though different
courses of varying hours (usually between 30 and 90 hours). For example, Health and Wellness requires a
total of 180 hours. One college may cover this subject in four 45-hour courses, while another may cover it in
three 60-hour courses. You may be able to get exemptions for certain courses if you can show that you have
taken them before or have comparable training or experience. Enquire with your college Program Coordinator
about Prior Learning Assessment and Recognition (PLAR), which is a process that gives you the opportunity
to obtain academic credit by demonstrating that you have acquired the necessary skills and knowledge by
other means.
Typically you have the option of taking 1 or 2 courses per semester. Be prepared to make a 4 to 8 hour a week
time commitment for each course, in addition to the time spent in the class itself, for readings and assignments.
Depending on the college, in-school training may be available in one of the following ways:
•
•
•

Day release (one day per week year round)
Part-time (night-school programs)
Alternative delivery (e.g. online).

Your Employer Sponsor is responsible for enabling you to attend your scheduled classroom training by
working with you to adjust your work schedule if necessary.
Click here for a list of Colleges that are approved to offer the DSW Apprenticeship Program, and their contact
information.
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What do I do once I complete
all Program requirements?

8

Once you have completed your courses
and confirmed that your Employer Sponsor
has completed the Skill Set Completion
Form on page 8 of the Training Standard,
the next steps are to:
1. Fill out and have your Sponsor sign
the Apprentice Completion Form on
page 9 of the Training Standard.
2. Submit both the Skill Set Completion
Form, and the Apprentice
Completion Form to your local MTCU
Apprenticeship office.
3. Within 6 weeks of submitting the
Completion Forms to MTCU, you
should receive your Certificate of
Apprenticeship.
4. You will then become eligible for the
Apprenticeship Completion Bonus
($2000). MTCU will send out an
application for this bonus when you
become eligible. You’ll have 180
days from the date of receiving the
application to fill out and return it.
If you don’t receive an application,
please contact the Coordinator,
Bonus to Apprentices Program
1-800-448-9656 and request an
application for the Apprenticeship
Completion Bonus.
5. Consider bridging to the DSW
Diploma Program.
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9

A Graphical Overview

Developmental
Services Worker
Apprenticeship

Phase1: Registration

Submit Application for Apprenticeship Training to Ministry of
Training, Colleges, and Universities (MTCU)

MTCU registers a training agreement between the apprentice and
sponsor. This is the Registered Training Agreement (RTA)

Legend

Submit OCOT (Apprentice Class) Membership Application
(with $60 +HST annual membership fee within 90 days of RTA)

OCOT

Phase 3: MTCU Certiﬁcation

Complete in school
training
Complete 780 Hours of
in-class training as set
out in the Curriculum
Training Standard

Complete on-the-jobtraining
Complete the
competencies set out
in the Apprenticeship
Training Standard Log
Book

Maintain OCOT
membership fee: $60
+HST annually

Phase 2: Apprenticeship

MTCU

Submit completed Apprenticeship Training Standard or
Apprentice Completion Form to local MTCU Apprenticeship Ofﬁce

Phase4: DSW Bridging

MTCU issues Certiﬁcate of Apprenticeship

Apprentice eligible to
apply for Loan for Tools
and Apprenticeship
Completion Bonus

Option to complete additional course and practical requirements
and obtain a Developmental Services Worker (DSW) Diploma

Note: Diploma requirements vary depending on the school; in
general, bridging should be done at the same College where inschool apprenticeship training was completed and is optional
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What is the
DSW Diploma Program?

The DSW Diploma is a 2-year diploma program. Students who complete their Apprenticeship may choose
to continue their studies to earn the DSW Diploma. This can be achieved by the completion of additional
courses and placements (i.e., a set number of hours working in agencies other than your employer). The
process of continuing to the Diploma Program from the Apprenticeship Program is called “bridging.”

What is the difference between the DSW Apprenticeship
Program and the DSW Diploma Program?
An Apprentice in
the DSW Apprenticeship
Program:

A student in the DSW Diploma
Program (who has not first
completed an Apprenticeship):

•

•

Applies to a college for admission

•

Pays the full college tuition

•

Completes a classroom-based 2-year full-time
education program and 400 to 600 hours of
unpaid placement in the field

•

Takes additional courses (additional to those
required by the DSW Apprenticeship) including
some general education courses

•

Receives a College Diploma (DSW Diploma)

Finds a Sponsor, applies for the Program
and registers a Training Agreement with
MTCU

•

Has most of their classroom training
costs covered by MTCU

•

Completes most of their training on the
job (85 to 90% of the Program)

•

Learns 12 reportable subjects over 780
hours of courses

•

Receives a Certificate of Apprenticeship

In addition to the courses required in the DSW Apprenticeship Program, the Diploma Program requires the
student to take a few other courses, including some general education courses. The Diploma Program also
involves 400-600 hours of field placement.
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What are the steps involved in bridging to the
DSW Diploma Program?
It is possible to bridge from a DSW Apprenticeship Program to a DSW Diploma Program. Colleges will review
your coursework, grades, and experience in determining which additional courses you will need to take and
the amount of additional fieldwork you will need.
To bridge to the Diploma Program, follow these steps:

1

After you have received your Certificate of Apprenticeship, contact the college to which you are
applying to find out if they have a formalized process for bridging to the Diploma Program, and
any unique requirements (e.g., depending on the college, there may be a ‘Bridge Request’ form
you need to complete). Due to the residency requirements of the Diploma Program, you should
apply to the same college where you completed your Apprenticeship.

2

Send your Certificate of Apprenticeship to the College as proof that you have completed your
required on-the-job and in-class hours.

3

You should work with your college to determine where you will do your placement hours. To
obtain the Diploma, you will need to demonstrate experience working with both adults and
children, so take this into consideration when deciding on placements with your college.

4

Once you have secured your placement agency, send the name of the agency, contact person,
address, email address, and phone number as well as your schedule for doing your placement.

5

Before you start your placement, register for courses in the Program, so that you are covered
under WSIB.

What are the benefits of bridging to the DSW Diploma Program?
Getting your DSW Diploma often increases your earning potential, your opportunities for advancement, and
your credibility in the field. Your DSW Apprenticeship provides you with an excellent head-start on getting
your Diploma, allowing you to take courses and gain experience while continuing to earn employment
income. This is a benefit you wouldn’t have if you had jumped directly to the Diploma program. Because
you have already completed many of the requirements of the Diploma by doing the Apprenticeship, you can
complete the Diploma program with less financial burden and a shorter time commitment.
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What are some Apprentice Best
Practices for Program success?

11

What are some tips to make my
Apprenticeship experience a
positive and successful one?
1. Start Early!
Once you know you are interested in pursuing the
DSW Apprenticeship Program, start the process
of applying. Use the steps outlined in various
sections of this Toolkit as your checklist of things
to do. It can often take time for administrative
processes to be completed and for classes to
begin (up to a year in some instances), so the
sooner you get started, the better.

2. Make a Plan
As an Apprentice, you will have to balance your
work and study. Know what is expected of you and
plan ahead. Think about how you will accomplish
the on-the-job training objectives of the Program.
Outline your goals for work and schooling and
make a rough timeline for yourself to complete
these goals.

3. Define the Skills
In collaboration with your Coach/Mentor, generate
some concrete examples for how each of the skills
in your Log Book may be met. Think about what
it means to achieve that skill in the context of
your work and your agency. Give each of the skills
practical meaning so that you and your Mentor
will be better able to assess whether these skills
have been achieved. See Tools and Resources for
examples.
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4. Ask questions
Don’t be afraid to ask your Coach/Mentor questions and for regular feedback. Ask your
peers in the Apprenticeship Program for advice, guidance, or about their own experience
with the Program. Establish a contact person both at MTCU and at your college who you
can reach out to with your questions.

5. Keep a Journal
Keep a written record of your learning and reflective thinking with a journal. Use the
journal to keep track of ideas and questions for skill sets you want to work on. Bring your
journal to meetings with your Coach/Mentor or Employer Sponsor representative, and
use it to give updates on your progress and raise your questions with them. See Tools
and Resources for examples.

6. Manage you time
Time management is one of the biggest challenges when it comes to balancing the
demands of your everyday life with work and school. Be realistic about whether you
can manage two courses a semester or whether you’d rather focus on just one. Take
into account how this will affect your timeline for completion of the Program, and
be comfortable with your decision. On a calendar, record deadlines for assignments
and dates for tests or exams, and schedule in blocks of time around work hours for
completing assignments or studying. If possible, create a weekly schedule for yourself
so that you can develop a routine around work and school (see the OCOT Monthly
Study Plan, or Weekly Study Schedule in Tools and Resources). Work on your timemanagement skills so that you don’t become overwhelmed.
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How do Employers benefit from
sponsoring Apprentices?

12

Improved Quality of Supports

You can be confident that employees who have received their DSW Certificate of Apprenticeship are
trained to provincial industry standards, and understand your unique workplace. By building on their skills,
knowledge, and experience, the DSW Apprenticeship Program will equip your workers to provide better
support to people with developmental disabilities.

Improving recruitment and retention
Becoming a Sponsor shows that you value your employees’ hard-earned skills and are committed to
standards of quality. This commitment fosters loyalty among employees because they will know that their
employer supports development. Offering training and education will also attract new employees who are
looking for learning opportunities and rewarding careers in the skilled trades.

Building a Culture of Learning
Sponsoring and mentoring Apprentices fosters a culture of learning in your organization. Employees become
more engaged, invested, and successful at their jobs when a “growth mindset” is encouraged.

Opportunities for Coach-Mentorship
Sponsoring and mentoring an Apprentice creates opportunities for the Apprentice to, in turn, mentor others
working in the organization. Exploring new topics and approaches within DS enables Apprentices to share their
insights with colleagues and makes them better leaders. They will also be sharing the most relevant and up-todate knowledge. Mentorship is a positive means to reinforce skills and knowledge of staff in this role.

Professionalization of the DS Sector
Sponsoring Apprentices contributes to professionalizing the sector by ensuring consistent, quality training
and service that meets industry standards.

Cost-Effective
The Ministry of Colleges, Training, and Universities (MTCU) covers 80 to 90% of the registration fees
for courses taken by an Apprentice towards a Certificate of Apprentice, meaning that your organization
will receive the benefit of credentialed workers without paying large education costs. MTCU also offers
the Employer up to $1,000 in grant funding for each Apprentice employed/trained who completes their
Apprenticeship.
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What did Employer Sponsor Representatives have to
say about the DSW Apprenticeship Program?
“It’s important to make employers aware of the value of having a student in the (DSW
Apprenticeship) Program that’s working in your agency…for somebody new to it, they could just
see it as a whole lot of work, but the value of having someone on that learning path is beneficial to
the organization…the richness that it brings to conversation in a team meeting…the best learning
comes from co-worker to co-worker…they’ll (Apprentices) talk about the courses and the tools they
heard about, and it adds so much to what the team is doing…the opportunity is great.”
Louise Lepp, ED, Aldaview Services

“(The Program) just elevat(es) their (Apprentices’) professionalism. They are bringing back
new information, the most up-to-date type of approaches, so even if they’ve been around a long
time, they’re going back to school and coming back with new information…they’re informing the
Mentor as well - it’s a ripple effective…they share ideas, bring back information, and this serves as
motivation for the other team members.”
Heather Dunn, Program Supervisor, Community Living Toronto

“(The Program) promotes education in the field…some of the staff we’ve hired don’t have their
DSW schooling at all. (The Program) gives them (Apprentices) applicable learning - not that they
aren’t already doing the work - but it drives the message home, gives them a better understanding
of their role, professionalizes their role…we want to promote it, and it makes sense to learn while
you’re earning your pay.”
Jessica Edwards, Manager, Learning and Development, Community Living Windsor

“We take the opportunity to train Apprentices in our policies and systems as well…sometimes they
(Apprentices) are better versed in these policies and procedures because they’ve just had to review
them all in order to achieve their required skills…that is an incentive to keep people because the
sector needs people well-versed in the policies.”
Teresa Donaldson, Systems Manager, Community Living Dufferin.
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What are my responsibilities
as an Employer who is
sponsoring an Apprentice?
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As the Employer Sponsor, you:
•

Accept full responsibility for the Apprentice’s workplace training.

•

Identify a Coach/Mentor in your workplace who is qualified to train and assess your Apprentice
on the skills and competencies set out in the DSW Apprenticeship Training Standard.

•

Authorize a Coach/Mentor to sign off on the skills as your Apprentice acquires them.

•

Make sure the Apprentice is able to attend his/her scheduled classroom training.

•

Decide when the Apprentice has completed his/her workplace training.

•

Keep MTCU informed of any changes to your agency information or the Registered Training
Agreement.

•

Apply for available financial benefits.

As an Employer Sponsor, what should I be prepared for?
•

Be prepared to thoroughly familiarize yourself with the Apprenticeship Program processes and the
roles and responsibilities of all stakeholders. To acquire a good understanding, review this Toolkit in its
entirety and have prospective Apprentices do the same.

•

Expect to invest time and effort in giving structure to your Apprentice’s training. The Apprenticeship
involves ensuring that Apprentices are exposed to different opportunities than they would normally be
and that they are given guidance on the best way to achieve their on-the-job skills in the context of your
organization.

•

Know that the schooling component can take up to 12 months to begin, and that on-the-job training
should be taking place in the meantime.

•

Be prepared to offer Apprentices flexibility in their schedules to accommodate the time needed for
attending courses.

•

Be prepared to have questions arise and some challenges along the way, but know that there are
contacts and resources to help you in this Toolkit, and refer back to them when you need to.
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How does an Employer go about
sponsoring an Apprentice?

14

What steps are involved in sponsoring an Apprentice?

1

ASSESS YOUR TRAINING ABILITY

2

IDENTIFY YOUR APPRENTICE

Before you begin the process of sponsoring an Apprentice, make sure you have the capacity to
do so. You must identify a Coach/Mentor in the organization who has the experience, skills, and
knowledge to train the Apprentice and sign off on each of the required skills.

Promote the DSW Apprenticeship Program in your organization by holding informational
sessions and using other methods to communicate the opportunity, directing your employees
to this manual, and encouraging them to pursue the opportunity to advance their schooling
while working. An Apprentice should demonstrate enthusiasm and good work habits, and
ultimately interested in continuing to pursue work in developmental services.
If searching to hire new potential Apprentice, use a variety of search methods including:
•
•
•
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Advertising in newspapers or on credible online job boards such as Ontario Job Bank
Exploring the Ontario Youth Apprenticeship Program (OYAP)
Speaking with trade associations, colleges, or unions
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3

SUBMIT AN APPLICATION

4

SIGN AND REGISTER A TRAINING AGREEMENT
WITH THE MINSTRY OF TRAINING, COLLEGES,
AND UNIVERSITIES.

Ensure that your Apprentice-applicant submits an Application for Apprenticeship online. Once
this is submitted, a Training Consultant from the Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities
(MTCU) will arrange a meeting to assess your Apprentice-applicant’s eligibility as well as your
ability to provide the required training.

If MTCU approves the application, the MTCU Training Consultant will explain how to sign and
register a Training Agreement between you and your Apprentice-applicant. This agreement
will cover the conditions of the Apprenticeship. You and your Apprentice-applicant will need
to sign the agreement, and MTCU will review, approve, and register it. This is known as the
Registered Training Agreement (RTA). See also What are the steps to becoming registered as an
Apprentice?

5

SIGN A SPONSOR AGREEMENT
You will need to sign a Sponsor Agreement between you and MTCU, which outlines your
responsibilities as a Sponsor, as well as the qualifications required to provide training to the
Apprentice.

6

ENSURE THAT YOUR APPRENTICE
BECOMES A MEMBER OF THE ONTARIO COLLEGE
OF TRADES (OCOT)
Your apprentice must become a member of OCOT’s Apprentices Class. This is a legal
requirement. If your apprentice does not become a member of OCOT, and maintain their
membership, their RTA will be cancelled.

7

TRAIN YOUR APPRENTICE
As the Employer Sponsor, you are responsible for training your Apprentice on the skills set out
in the DSW Apprenticeship Training Standard (also referred to as a ‘Log Book’). You should
select a Coach/Mentor who has technical competencies as well as the motivation and ability
to teach and work well with others. Success is based largely on the Coach Mentor’s ability to
communicate and support knowledge transfer.
Mentors and Apprentices are required to sign off and date the skills following each successful
acquisition (see pages 11 to 27 of the Training Standard). Employer Sponsors are the
designated Signing Authority and are required to attest to the successful achievement of
skills by signing the appropriate box included at the end of each skill set (see page 8 of the
Training Standard for the Skill Set Completion Form). Also see Guidelines for Trainers Signing
Apprenticeship Log Books for further details.
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Although the majority of hours of the DSW Apprenticeship Program
are spent on the job, Apprentices will need to be given time off to
attend classes so that they can fulfil the in-class training component
of their Apprenticeship. This time is not compensated by the Employer,
but flexibility in scheduling may be required. Classes are usually
scheduled for one day a week and Apprentices take 1 to 2 courses per
semester. Most courses vary between 30 and 90 hours, depending on
the college.
Keep MTCU informed of any changes to your agency information or
the Registered Training Agreement.
If you have questions or need support during your Apprentice’s
training, you can contact your local MTCU Apprenticeship office.

8

FINALIZE TRAINING AND COMPLETE
PAPERWORK
Confirm that the Mentor and Apprentice have signed-off on all the
skills in the Training Standard. Notify MTCU staff once your Apprentice
has completed their workplace training. Fill in the Skill Set Completion
Form on page 8 of the Training Standard and sign the Apprentice
Completion Form on page 9 of the Training Standard, and submit to
your local MTCU Apprenticeship office. The Skill Set and Apprentice
Completion Forms can also be found as separate documents here.
You are not responsible for confirming that your Apprentice has
completed the in-class component of their training. Although your
Apprentice should keep you apprised, the college records schooling
results directly into an MTCU computer database, so MTCU is able to
confirm that all of the in-school training requirements are complete.
If you believe that the Apprentice should complete his/her
Apprenticeship with fewer than the industry-recommended on-the-job
hours, MTCU will ask for a letter to be provided in addition to the Skill
Set Completion Form that provides a rationale for doing so.
Within 6 weeks of submitting the Completion Forms to MTCU, your
Apprentice should receive a Certificate of Apprenticeship. You will
then become eligible for the Apprenticeship Completion Employer
Bonus ($1000). MTCU will send you a letter containing the application
form for this bonus as soon as you are eligible. You’ll have 180 days
from the date of the letter to fill out and return the application. If you
don’t receive an application, please call the toll free Employment
Ontario hotline: 1-800-387-5656 and request an application for the
Apprenticeship Completion Employer Bonus. *Note: this is a different
application from the Apprentice Completion Bonus, which your
Apprentice should apply for.
For more Employer resources, see the Ontario College of Trades
Employer page.
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What are some Employer Best
Practices for Program success?

15

Recruitment and Registration
•

Use staff meetings, presentations, workshops, and email as opportunities to introduce the
DSW Apprenticeship Program and encourage eligible staff to pursue certification.

•

Consider setting up a process for formal expression of interest by staff in being considered
for sponsorship. Interested candidates would need to outline their reasons for wanting to
enter the Program and what they think they will get from it. This practice will help to ensure
that you are getting committed applicants.

•

Ensure through your screening and interview process that candidates understand the
commitment required to complete the program. Review the Apprentice section of this guide
to get a good sense of what the program entails for the Apprentice.

•

Try to meet with your assigned MTCU Employment Training Consultant in person so that
he/she can review the required documents and processes with you and your employee, and
answer any questions you may have. Meeting in person is a good opportunity to establish a
contact in MTCU that can help you at any point during your Apprentice’s training.

Selecting a Coach/Mentor
•

Select a Coach-Mentor who possesses maturity and experience in the field, works well with
others, has good communication skills, and is able to teach and evaluate the skills required
by the Apprenticeship. This should be someone who has worked for your organization for a
reasonably long period of time, understands the responsibilities of coach-mentorship, and is
motivated to take it on.

•

Consider establishing some formal criteria for the selection of a Coach/Mentor, such as
having a credential (DSW Diploma, for example), although this is not a requirement.

•

Promote coach-mentorship to your staff as a developmental opportunity, a way to solidify
their own skills, enhance their resumes, and contribute to the overall culture of learning in the
organization.

•

If you are a smaller agency with reduced training capacity, consider partnering with a nearby
agency that can provide one or more of the training components to your Apprentice.
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On-the-Job Training
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•

Together with the Apprentice, and the Coach/Mentor, establish a plan for how the
Apprentice will achieve his/her skills and complete his/her training. This may involve
creating a timeline that incorporates in-school training days and outlines the dates by
which certain skill sets should be signed off on.

•

Clearly define expectations. Where the skill descriptions in the Training Standard Log
Book seem broad or general, work with the Coach/Mentor to generate some concrete
examples of how each of the skills may be met. See the Tools and Resources section for
an example.

•

Establish criteria and a schedule for formal performance evaluation to assess whether
the Apprentice is learning at the required level. To complement the Log Book, you can use
checklists, quarterly evaluation forms, or meeting records to track the learning process
and identify skill gaps. See some examples in the Tools and Resources section.

•

Consider arranging in-house training in the form of workshops for some of the specific
skill sets. Both Coach/Mentors and Apprentices could attend.

•

Encourage journal-keeping by Apprentices to reflect on particular learning challenges
and successes to use as a basis for regular meetings between the Apprentices and their
Coach/Mentors. See Tools and Resources.

•

If you have more than one Apprentice, arrange meetings among them for peer support
and to leverage each others’ skills.

•

Train the trainer. Offer specific training days for Coach/Mentors to reinforce their skills
(e.g., communication styles; how to give feedback; how to assess skill achievement) and
build capacity in the organization.

•

Take an active interest in your Apprentice’s progress in the in-class training component
of the Program.

•

Consider hosting classes on site if the college location requires too long a commute for
Apprentices.

A DSW APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM TOOLKIT

Program Promotion
•

Openly celebrate the successes of Apprentices to
demonstrate to other staff the value your organization places
on learning. Discuss achievements and formally recognize
graduates of the Program at staff events.

•

Consider offering financial incentives, such as tuition or text
book expense reimbursements.

•

Promote the Program as an opportunity for leadership
development and address the need for emerging leaders in
the sector.

Liaising with Colleges
•

Take advantage of opportunities to participate in DSW
Advisory Committees with colleges.

•

Find out if there is a DSW Apprenticeship Program
Coordinator at the college your Apprentice attends and reach
out to the Coordinator to establish a contact for any in-classrelated questions.

•

Invite DSW college faculty or Program Coordinators to sit on
agency committees or to make presentations to their staff.
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Tools and Resources for
Apprentices, Coach-Mentors,
and Employer Sponsors

16

The Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities (MTCU) requires you to demonstrate that you have
acquired a series of skills that prepare you for your DSW certification. The following templates and examples
have been developed by service providers as complements to the Log Book that MTCU provides. They are
designed to assist in the recording and tracking of skill completion. These templates allow for establishing
concrete examples of how the skill has been met, reflection on how the skill could be improved on, and
journaling experiences. You can use these templates to create and customize your own tracking and
journaling tools.
The Aldaview Services DSW Apprentice Skill Journal template provides fields to record how the skill was
practiced, positive or negative experiences, and plans for improvement.
The Christian Horizons DSW Apprenticeship Journal template provides different probes for each of the
skills, encouraging the Apprentice to journal about specific examples.
The Community Living Toronto (CLT) DSW Skill Feedback template provides fields to document observable
skills that are positive (in the “+” column) and areas that the Coach/Mentor identifies as still needing development (in the “∆” column), as well as specific feedback on how to improve the skill in order to reach mastery.
The CLT Annual DSW Apprenticeship Progress Update template allows Apprentices to provide a yearly update on their progress, and Coach-Mentors to confirm the skills that they have signed off on.
The CLT Personal Development Workplan template allows Apprentices to identify goals for their personal
development, steps and resources required to achieve those as well as obstacles they may encounter.
The CLT Getting Skills Completed handout highlights the importance of journaling and having regular
meetings between the Apprentices and Coach-Mentors.
The OCOT Monthly Study Plan is a template for recording which topics you will study on which dates as well
as other resources you may need to study those topics.
The OCOT Weekly Study Schedule is a template for organizing weekly study and homework time.
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Important Contacts
Colleges Approved to Offer the DSW Apprenticeship Program (Program Coordinators)
Developmental Services Human Resources Strategy
http://www.ontariodevelopmentalservices.ca/contact-us
Employment Ontario
Hotline (toll-free): 1-800-387-5656.
Live Chat: https://www.ontario.ca/page/employment-ontario-live-chat
Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities
Apprenticeship Offices in Ontario: services.findhelp.ca/eo/tcu/appoff
Coordinator, Bonus to Apprentices Program: 1-800-448-9656
Ontario College of Trades:
Telephone: (647) 847-3000
Toll-free number (within Ontario only): 1 (855) 299-0028
https://www.collegeoftrades.ca/contact-us
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Index of Links
Blended Learning for Leadership White Paper
https://www.ccl.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/BlendedLearningLeadership.pdf
Developmental Services Human Resources Strategy website http://www.
ontariodevelopmentalservices.ca/
Find a DS Agency or a DSW School Program
http://www.ontariodevelopmentalservices.ca/resources/find-an-agency-or-school
DSW Apprenticeship Curriculum Standard
https://www.collegeoftrades.ca/wp-content/uploads/DSW-620D-CS-EN-MAY-29-FINAL.pdf
DSW Apprenticeship Training Standard
https://www.collegeoftrades.ca/wp-content/uploads/TS_DevelopmentalServicesWorker620D_
EN.pdf
DSW Apprenticeship Program Survey Report, 2016
http://www.ontariodevelopmentalservices.ca/sites/ontariodevelopmentalservices.ca/files/
dsw_apprenticeship_program_survey_final_report__0.pdf
Earn While You Learn website
http://www.earnwhileyoulearn.ca/
Employment Ontario
https://www.ontario.ca/page/employment-ontario
Ministry of Education - Prior Learning Assessment and Recognition
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/extra/eng/ppm/129.html
Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities (MTCU)
https://www.ontario.ca/page/ministry-training-colleges-universities
Apprenticeship Training Application
https://www.eoss.tcu.gov.on.ca/AOL/training/prerequirements
Apprenticeship Offices Listing
http://services.findhelp.ca/eo/tcu/appoff
Changing Sponsors Application
https://www.eoss.tcu.gov.on.ca/AOL/changesponsor/start
Hiring an Apprentice
https://www.ontario.ca/page/hire-apprentice
Ontario’s Apprenticeship Strategy, 2018
https://files.ontario.ca/a-stronger-apprenticeship-system-2018-en-r.pdf
Sponsor Agreement
http://www.forms.ssb.gov.on.ca/mbs/ssb/forms/ssbforms.nsf/
AttachDownloadV2?openagent&TM=9_02_55_AM&ENV=ODAE&NO=022-121659E&SEQ=2&VER=3
The Ontario Agencies Supporting Individuals with Special Needs (OASIS) - DSW Apprenticeship
Program
https://oasisonline.ca/top-stories/dsw-apprenticeship-program/
OASIS Job Postings and Careers
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https://oasisonline.ca/member-services/job-postings-and-careers/
Ontario.ca - Apprenticeship in Ontario
https://www.ontario.ca/page/apprenticeship-ontario
Ontario Colleges - Developmental Services Worker and Special Needs Programs
https://www.ontariocolleges.ca/en/programs/education-community-and-social-services/
developmental-services-worker-special-needs
Ontario College of Trades (OCOT)
www.collegeoftrades.ca
Apprenticeship Completion Form & Skill Set Completion Form for Employers
https://www.collegeoftrades.ca/wp-content/uploads/MTCU-APPR-COMP-FORMS-ENG-SAFINAL.pdf
Employers
https://www.collegeoftrades.ca/employers
Guidelines for Trainers Signing Apprenticeship Log Books
https://www.collegeoftrades.ca/wp-content/uploads/Guidelines-for-Trainers-SigningApprenticeship-Log-Books.pdf
Guides and Forms
https://www.collegeoftrades.ca/guides-forms
Hire with Confidence
http://www.hirewithconfidence.ca/
Member Application
https://www.collegeoftrades.ca/wp-content/uploads/MEMBER_APPLICATION_CON_
V3.3.0_EN_MS-MR_25-06-2015-Final-Fillable1.pdf
Member Application Guide
https://www.collegeoftrades.ca/wp-content/uploads/ApprenticesMembershipGuide_EN-717-2017.pdf
Membership
https://www.collegeoftrades.ca/membership/become-a-member/classes-of-members-fees
Registry
https://www.collegeoftrades.ca/public-register-search
Ontario Job Bank
https://www.jobbank.gc.ca/home
Ontario Youth Apprenticeship Program (OYAP)
https://oyap.com/en/about_oyap/what_is_oyap/
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Colleges Approved to offer the DSW Apprenticeship Program
Although the following colleges are approved to offer the DSW Apprenticeship Program, they will only offer the courses if there is enough
demand to make up a class.
College

Contact

Links

College Boréal

Denis Brouillette
1 800 361 6673, Ext 3100

http://www.collegeboreal.ca/program
s-and-courses/apprenticeshipsprograms/

Shannon Lipskie

https://continuingeducation.conestogac.on.ca/programs
/developmental-services-workerapprenticeship

No

No

https://www.fanshawec.ca/programs/
dsa1-developmental-services-workerapprentice-apprenticeship/current

No

Yes

Conestoga
College

Program Coordinator
slipskie@conestogac.on.ca

Offers Online
Courses for DSW
Yes

Offers the Diploma
Program
Yes

(French only)

519-748-5220 ext 3382
Chatham
Fanshawe
College

Holly Duff
Program Coordinator
Phone: 519-452-4430 x4184
London

Georgian College Debra Morrow
https://www.georgiancollege.ca/acade
No
Program Coordinator
mics/apprenticeships/
debra.morrow@georgiancolleg
e.ca
705.325.2740, ext3073
College
Contact
Links
Offers Online
Courses for DSW

Yes

Offers the Diploma
Program

Barrie: 705.737.1431
Muskoka: 705.737.1431 or
1.800.560.3821
Owen Sound: 519.376.5790

Humber College

Andrea Rutherford
Program Co-ordinator
andrea.rutherford@humber.ca
416.675.6622 ext. 3311

https://communityservices.humber.ca/
Yes
index.php?q=programs/apprenticeship
(In class, online, and
/developmental-services-workerhybrid model)
apprenticeship

Yes

https://www.loyalistbanner.com/PRO
D/cewkcrss.P_Certificates2?label=CERT
_DSWM

Yes

Etobicoke
Loyalist College

Distance and Apprenticeship
Coordinator
613-969-1913 or
1-888-569-2547 ext. 2551
cedsw@loyalistcollege.com

https://www.loyalistcollege.com/wpcontent/uploads/2014/07/Certificates
andDiplomas2014.pdf (see page 23)

Yes
(Online is main
delivery model)

Belleville, Bancroft

Mohawk College Marshall School of Skilled
Trades & Apprenticeship
Phone: 905-575-2545
Fax:
905-575-2544
College
Contact
Email: apprenticeship@mohaw
kcollege.ca

https://www.mohawkcollege.ca/progr
No
ams/marshall-school-of-skilled-tradesapprenticeship/apprenticeship
Links
Offers Online
Courses for DSW

No
Offers the Diploma
Program

Hamilton
St. Clair College

Kim Smart
ksmart@stclaircollege.ca

http://www.stclaircollege.ca/programs
/postsec/apprenticeship/

Chatham
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No

Yes

DSW APPRENTICE SKILL JOURNAL

Apprentice
Coach/Mentor
U6171.0 PROMOTE INDIVIDUALS’S ADAPTIVE SKILLS.
U6171.1 Teach & Support Individual’s Domestic Skills by assessing individuals’ abilities and support needs; and facilitating completion of daily activities including meal planning,
laundry, cleaning, cooking, according to agencies policy and procedures.
Date skill practiced
Review date of
Describe performance of skill. Any positives or negatives experienced by apprentice
Describe any plans for improvement?
skill with coach
while practicing skill?
February 12th 2014
February 21st
Worked with Barb prior to evening meal to prepare salad. Followed recipe using six
Next time to use pictures more to help Barb
2014
steps to wash and prepare lettuce, tomato and peppers. Barb was enthusiastic to
to select the ingredients needed.
rip the salad leaves. Was more difficult to engage her in picking out each item on
the ingredient list.
March 3rd 2014

March 4th 2014

Prepared salad with Barb using pictures for each of six steps. Barb was able to help
with minimal prompting. Will leave the picture recipe for other staff to try with her
as it was a success.

Skill complete for meal planning.

Revised January 2015
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 1 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6171.0

Promote Individual’s Adaptive Skills

U6171.1: Teach & Support Individual’s Domestic Skills by assessing individual’s abilities and support needs; and facilitating
completion of daily activities including meal planning, laundry, cleaning and cooking, according to agency’s policy and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 2 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6171.0

Promote Individual’s Adaptive Skills

U6171.2: Teach & Support Individual’s Personal Care by assessing individual’s abilities and support needs; and facilitating
completion of daily activities (as independently as possible) including hygiene, dressing, eating, using the toilet, and bathing,
according to agency’s policy and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 3 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6171.0

Promote Individual’s Adaptive Skills

U6171.3 Teach and Support procedures. Individual’s Life Skills by assessing individual’s abilities and support needs; and
facilitating development of individual’s skills including problem-solving, decision-making, accessing community resources and
participating in activities, according to agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 4 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6171.0

Promote Individual’s Adaptive Skills

U6171.4 Teach & Support Individual’s Functional Academics by assessing individual’s abilities and support needs; and providing
support including money management, time management, and social sight reading, according to the person directed plan.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 5 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6171.0

Promote Individual’s Adaptive Skills

U6171.5 Teach & Support Individual’s Social Skills by assessing individual’s abilities and support needs; supporting development
of interpersonal skills; facilitating inclusive community participation and providing opportunities for individuals to develop and maintain
relationships with others, according to agency’s policies, vision and mission.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 6 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6171.0

Promote Individual’s Adaptive Skills

U6171.6 Teach & Support Individual’s Recreation and Leisure Activities by assessing individual’s abilities, interests and support
needs; and facilitating access and participation in a variety of activities in different settings according to individual’s interests and
person directed plan.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 7 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6171.0

Promote Individual’s Adaptive Skills

U6171.7 Teach and Support Individual’s Parenting Skills by assessing individual’s abilities and support needs; supporting access
to resources; providing information to enhance abilities and providing opportunities to experience a variety of parental support
activities, according to person directed plan.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 8 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6171.0

Promote Individual’s Adaptive Skills

U6171.8 Teach & Support Individual’s Job Readiness Skills by assessing individual’s abilities and support needs; and facilitating
opportunities for volunteering, job training experiences, job skill development, according to person directed plan.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 9 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6172.0 MAINTAIN ENVIRONMENT
U6172.1 Practice universal precautions by washing hands and using barrier equipment including gloves, gowns, and masks;
sanitizing equipment; safely disposing of body fluids and preventing cross-contamination, according to established health and safety
standards, agency protocols and legislation.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 10 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6172.0 MAINTAIN ENVIRONMENT
U6172.2 Perform environmental scan by visually inspecting premises with respect to fire safety, temperatures, electrical outlets,
hazardous material storage, and equipment condition; and reporting findings, in order to protect self and others and to ensure a safe
environment, according to legislation and agency’s policy and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 11 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6172.0 MAINTAIN ENVIRONMENT
U6172.3 Respond to accidents, incidents and occurrences including emergency response, evacuation, reporting and
documenting, according to legislation, policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 12 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6172.0 MAINTAIN ENVIRONMENT
U6172.4 Lift and transfer individuals and equipment using techniques which prevent injury to self or others, according to
legislation and agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6172.0 MAINTAIN ENVIRONMENT
U6172.5 Operate and maintain equipment including lifts, wheelchairs, assistive devices and vehicles according to legislation,
manufacturer recommendations and agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6173.0 MODEL AND PROMOTE HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
U6173.1 Promote and Monitor Physical Health by observing, assessing, documenting, accessing medical care, encouraging a
healthy lifestyle, and promoting physical activity to meet the individual's identified needs and goals, according to person-directed plan
and protocols, legislation, doctor’s orders and recommendations, and agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6173.0 MODEL AND PROMOTE HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
U6173.2 Promote and Monitor Nutritional Health by planning, monitoring nutritional intake, and providing menus/snacks to
promote health according to Eating Well with Canada’s Food Guide and the dietary requirements of individuals.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6173.0 MODEL AND PROMOTE HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
U6173.3 Promote and Monitor Personal Hygiene by teaching, supporting, and monitoring, bathing, bathroom routines and
feminine hygiene care, to maintain the individual’s personal health and hygiene according to agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6173.0 MODEL AND PROMOTE HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
U6173.4 Promote Spiritual Well-Being by providing access to spiritual activities and respecting and supporting individual’s religious
beliefs and spiritual values according to person directed plan.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6173.0 MODEL AND PROMOTE HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
U6173.5 Promote and Monitor Emotional Well-Being by recognizing, supporting, and respecting emotions; enhancing individual's
self esteem and being sensitive to signs of emotional well-being, according to individual’s support needs.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6173.0 MODEL AND PROMOTE HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
U6173.6 Liaise with Health Care Professionals by providing health care information, arranging and accompanying individuals to
health care appointments, advocating for the individual, and consulting with health / social service agencies and families to ensure
individual's health care needs are met, according to agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6173.0 MODEL AND PROMOTE HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
U6173.7 Implement Health Care Professionals’ Recommendations by processing and following orders and treatment plans,
monitoring, reporting and arranging follow-up, according to agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6173.0 MODEL AND PROMOTE HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
U6173.8 Provide information on sexuality by providing information and resources including interpersonal relationships, boundaries
and social norms, safe sex and communicable diseases; ensuring privacy; and considering age, gender, culture and religion, without
judgment and according to agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6173.0 MODEL AND PROMOTE HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
U6173.9 Promote mental health by monitoring for symptoms of mental illness; preparing comprehensive information for
consultation with clinicians; ensuring individual’s access to services; assisting with the evaluation of the effectiveness of treatments;
supporting individual in following prescribed treatment regimes; supporting individuals to manage stress and providing supportive
environments, according to agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6173.0 MODEL AND PROMOTE HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
U6173.10 Promote individual’s health and safety by immediately obtaining professional assistance when an individual is in crisis,
according to person directed plan and agency protocols.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6173.0 MODEL AND PROMOTE HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
U6173.11 Promote and support life transitions of individual and family/support network, including adolescence to adulthood and
senior years by assessing needs; supporting planning; and navigating and bridging service systems, according to agency’s policies
and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6174.0 MANAGE MEDICATION
U6174.1 Administer medication in compliance with the physician's order to meet individual needs according to agency’s policies
and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6174.0 MANAGE MEDICATION
U6174.2 Monitor response to medication by observing individuals’ response to medication to determine adverse reactions,
reporting, and documenting according to agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6174.0 MANAGE MEDICATION
U6174.3 Ensure safe storage and disposal of medication in a secure location, to ensure the integrity of the medications according
to legislation, and agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6174.0 MANAGE MEDICATION
U6174.4 Maintain inventory by recording medications dispensed and ordering, according to doctor’s orders, and agency’s policies
and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6174.0 MANAGE MEDICATION
U6174.5 Complete documentation according to agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6174.0 MANAGE MEDICATION
U6174.6 Liaise with health professionals by reporting observations and consulting with health officials according to agency’s
policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6174.0 MANAGE MEDICATION
U6174.7 Educate individual and family regarding medication by providing information, supporting individual in understanding
medication, side effects, procedures of use and supporting independence according to agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6175.0 APPLY CRISIS INTERVENTION STRATEGIES
U6175.1 Assess the situation by observing behaviour of individual and self, recognizing and investigating antecedents, recognizing
health related factors, managing the environment, removing threatening objects and non-involved individuals; and problem-solving,
to meet the individual’s needs; according to person directed plan, legislation and agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6175.0 APPLY CRISIS INTERVENTION STRATEGIES
U6175.2 De-escalate situation by observing and recognizing individual’s verbal and physical cues; responding to physical and
verbal aggression; managing environment, using verbal and non-verbal strategies; setting realistic and timely consequences of
behaviour; re-directing by offering alternatives; acknowledging behaviour; coordinating with team; listening empathetically; observing
and measuring change in the individual’s behaviour; in order to protect self and others and promote positive behaviour; according to
individual’s plan, legislation and agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6175.0 APPLY CRISIS INTERVENTION STRATEGIES
U6175.3 Intervene with individual by following approved protocols and according to regulatory requirements outlined in the
Developmental Services Act, the Child and Family Services Act and agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6175.0 APPLY CRISIS INTERVENTION STRATEGIES
U6175.4 Debrief with individual by performing visual scan of environment, assessing individual’s physical and emotional condition,
re-establish rapport, actively listening, reviewing cause and effects of behaviour, identifying antecedents, acknowledging behaviour,
encouraging positive behaviour patterns and alternatives, explaining limits and consequences, restoring a safe environment; and
accessing additional support; according to legislation and agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6175.0 APPLY CRISIS INTERVENTION STRATEGIES
U6175.5 Debrief with staff by assessing staff’s physical and emotional condition; reviewing, discussing and assessing situation
including: antecedents, behaviours, interventions, consequences; identifying next steps and alternative actions; and completing
documentation, according to legislation and agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6175.0 APPLY CRISIS INTERVENTION STRATEGIES
U6175.6 Debrief with other individuals by assessing individuals physical and emotional condition, re-establishing rapport, actively
listening, reviewing cause and effects, identifying antecedents, acknowledging behaviour, restoring a safe environment; and
accessing additional support; according to legislation and agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6175.0 APPLY CRISIS INTERVENTION STRATEGIES
U6175.7 Develop protocols by reviewing situation, identifying antecedents, identify and plan preventative strategies for future
interventions, in consultation with management, staff and behavioural consultants, according to agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6176.0 PARTICIPATE IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF PERSON DIRECTED PLANS
U6176.1 Gather information by building rapport; consulting with the individual, family, significant others, colleagues/staff,
professionals and resources; researching individual’s social, intellectual, emotional, spiritual and physical goals, needs and desires,
consistent with agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6176.0 PARTICIPATE IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF PERSON DIRECTED PLANS
U6176.2 Collaborate in the development of person directed plans by consulting with the individual, family, significant
others, colleagues/staff, professionals and other resources; organizing and facilitating meetings; analyzing information; and
establishing priorities; according to legislation, individual’s interests, skills and abilities and agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6176.0 PARTICIPATE IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF PERSON DIRECTED PLANS
U6176.3 Implement person directed plan by enabling choice, creating learning opportunities; facilitating and providing a
variety of opportunities and experiences; accessing resources; support achievement of individual’s goals and improved of
quality of life, according to individuals’ interests, skills, abilities and person-directed plan.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6176.0 PARTICIPATE IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF PERSON DIRECTED PLANS
U6176.4 Implement multi-disciplinary team recommendations including physicians, psychiatrists, psychologists, dieticians,
behavioural consultants, therapists and teachers by providing opportunities and experiences; accessing resources; preparing
support materials; to enhance independence, achievement of individualized goals and improvement of quality of life, according
to individual’s interests, skills, abilities and person directed plan.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6176.0 PARTICIPATE IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF PERSON DIRECTED PLANS
U6176.5 Regularly review person-directed plan by consulting with the individual, family, significant others, colleagues, staff,
professionals and resources; reviewing and monitoring progress and outcomes; analyzing information; organizing and
facilitating meetings; and documenting and reporting observations; according to legislation, individuals interests, skills and
abilities and agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6176.0 PARTICIPATE IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF PERSON DIRECTED PLANS
U6176.6 Coordinate community services and supports by liaising with other agencies and service providers, sharing
information, providing consultative services, integrating services, communicating, and advocating for inclusion, according to
person directed plan.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6177.0 SUPPORT INDIVIDUAL TO DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN RELATIONSHIPS
U6177.1 Demonstrate respect for individual’s rights by actively listening; recognizing and acknowledging individual’s rights,
personality, strengths, needs, and choices on behalf of the individual; respecting privacy, confidentiality, personal dignity, and
activities; and showing empathy and sensitivity, according to agency policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6177.0 SUPPORT INDIVIDUAL TO DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN RELATIONSHIPS
U6177.2 Establish rapport with individual by utilizing available information; observing and interacting to develop a
relationship; actively listening; observing verbal and non-verbal cues; using adaptive tools such as sign language, syllabus
boards, voice recognition software, responding in a positive and sensitive manner; and adapting communication strategies,
according to the individual’s ability and situation.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6177.0 SUPPORT INDIVIDUAL TO DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN RELATIONSHIPS
U6177.3 Respect and encourage individual’s personal choices by providing and supporting opportunities and experiences;
and observing individual, to be involved with, support and assist in decision-making in all aspects of their life, according to
agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6177.0 SUPPORT INDIVIDUAL TO DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN RELATIONSHIPS
U6177.4 Teach and facilitate individual’s self advocacy and citizenship skills by providing opportunities and encouraging
individuals to express their opinions/decisions regarding personal life choices; and supporting responsible community
participation according to individual wants and needs.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6177.0 SUPPORT INDIVIDUAL TO DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN RELATIONSHIPS
U6177.5 Advocate for the individual by communicating and expressing wants and needs on behalf of the individual to
support individual’s choices and rights.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6177.0 SUPPORT INDIVIDUAL TO DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN RELATIONSHIPS
U6177.6 Promote and facilitate individual’s independence by assessing individual’s abilities and support needs;
recognizing and providing opportunities; supporting and assisting individuals to recognize their responsibilities, consequences
of their actions; and using positive guidance techniques (how), to increase potential and maximize individual’s autonomy,
according to the legislation and agencies policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6178.0 FACILITATE FAMILY AND COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS
U6178.1 Establish rapport with family by supporting and encouraging relationships, educating; sharing information;
recognizing and being sensitive to the needs of the individual and family; respecting cultural and social diversity; developing a
relationship of trust; actively listening; observing verbal and non-verbal cues; responding in a sensitive manner; and providing
positive conflict resolution, and organizing activities, according to the agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6178.0 FACILITATE FAMILY AND COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS
U6178.2 Advocate for family including educating family; supporting applications for funding and support services; liaising with
service providers and schools; supporting family; and participating in case conferences, according to person directed plan and
agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Apprentice
Mentor

U6178.0 FACILITATE FAMILY AND COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS
U6178.3 Support family by providing information; involving family in person-directed planning and implementation of plans,
according to person directed plan and agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 54 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6178.0 FACILITATE FAMILY AND COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS
U6178.4 Support community participation and inclusion by developing and maintaining community partnerships, providing
information; providing education and support; researching, and consulting, coordinating supports according to person-directed
plan and agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 55 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6178.0 FACILITATE FAMILY AND COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS
U6178.5 Promote and foster natural supports by identifying and enabling others who are participating, to support the
individual in shared activities in an inclusive manner, that encourages opportunities for interaction, according to person-directed
plan.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 56 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6179.0 DEVELOP SELF AND MAINTAIN PROFESSIONALISM
U6179.1 Develop and maintain professional relationships by recognizing and respecting personal boundaries and
viewpoints, values and cultural differences, and separating personal from professional perspectives; according to agency’s
policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 57 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6179.0 DEVELOP SELF AND MAINTAIN PROFESSIONALISM
U6179.2 Maintain confidentiality by disclosing information only with the informed consent of the individual, or when legally
required, according to legislation and agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 58 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6179.0 DEVELOP SELF AND MAINTAIN PROFESSIONALISM
U6179.3 Adhere to legal consent processes by supporting individuals in decision-making regarding all aspects of their
personal care and financial resources, or by making certain that substitute consent is obtained according to legislation.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 59 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6179.0 DEVELOP SELF AND MAINTAIN PROFESSIONALISM
U6179.4 Identify, mediate and resolve conflicts by acknowledging and respecting interests, values, boundaries and rights of
others, according to agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 60 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6179.0 DEVELOP SELF AND MAINTAIN PROFESSIONALISM
U6179.5 Recognize and report signs of individual’s neglect and abuse by observing physical and behavioural indicators
and reporting on any concern, according to legislation, and agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 61 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6179.0 DEVELOP SELF AND MAINTAIN PROFESSIONALISM
U6179.6 Identify & manage personal needs by recognizing indicators of stress, anxiety, fatigue, and illness; problem-solving;
and accessing resources, to address apprentice’s concerns, according to agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 62 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6179.0 DEVELOP SELF AND MAINTAIN PROFESSIONALISM
U6179.7 Practise time management by prioritizing workload, meeting deadlines, decision-making, and completing
documentation, according to agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 63 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6179.0 DEVELOP SELF AND MAINTAIN PROFESSIONALISM
U6179.8 Maintain lifelong learning by researching and participating in professional developments in the field; maintaining
knowledge of leading practices, maintaining certifications, taking courses, and upgrading computer application skills; according
to legislation and agency’s policies and procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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DSW Apprenticeship Program
Skill Set Feedback Form

Page 64 of 64

Apprentice
Mentor

U6179.0 DEVELOP SELF AND MAINTAIN PROFESSIONALISM
U6179.9 Participate as a team member including multi-disciplinary teams, by respecting group processes and other points of
view; negotiating; problem-solving; sharing information; reporting observations; collaborating in decision-making; actively
listening and contributing; implementing recommendations and action items; clarifying team member roles and responsibilities;
delivering services; mentoring others; attending meetings, and enhancing quality of care, according to agency’s policies and
procedures.
Date(s)
Observed

Review
Date(s)

+

Achieved: _________________________
Apprentice

∆

______________
Date

Plan for Improvement

________________________
Mentor

_______________
Date
Revised 28/11/08
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Annual DSW Apprenticeship Progress Update
Apprentices:
• Complete this Annual Progress update yearly.
• Email to your Coach-Mentor, copying your Regional Lead on this email, by January 31.
Coach-Mentors:
• Review Skill-Set Completion portion of Progress Update form sent by your Apprentice to
confirm it reflects only skills you have signed off indicating the Apprentice has mastered
(return to Apprentice for correction if needed).
• Forward this Progress Update form via email to the Ministry Training Consultant,
copying your Apprentice, the Manager of Training & Development and your Regional
Lead. In the body of this email, state that you have confirmed the accuracy of the SkillSet completions.

Personal Information:
First Name: Click here to enter text.
Last Name: Click here to enter text.
Current email address: Click here to enter text.
Current day-time contact phone number: Click here to enter text.
Current Address:
Apt/Street # & Name: Click here to enter text.
City: Click here to enter text. Postal Code: Click here to enter text.

Ontario College of Trades (OCOT):
OCOT #: Click here to enter text.

Status with OCOT: Choose an item.

Update on Education:
College where registered to complete courses: Click here to enter text.
Number of courses completed in previous calendar year: Click here to enter text.
Note any extenuating circumstances delaying completion of college courses: Click here to enter text.

DSW Apprenticeship
Annual Progress Update
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Annual DSW Apprenticeship Progress Update
Update on On-the-Job Skill Completion
For each of the 9 Skill-Sets below, Click on the boxes next to each skill that you ALREADY have
signed off as complete (all that are not yet started, in progress, or not yet evaluated, leave blank))
U6171.0
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

U6171.1
U6171.2
U6171.3
U6171.4
U6171.5
U6171.6
U6171.7
U6171.8

U6171.0
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

U6171.1
U6171.2
U6171.3
U6171.4
U6171.5
U6171.6
U6171.7
U6171.8

U6172.0
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

U6172.1
U6172.2
U6172.3
U6172.4
U6172.5

PROMOTE INDIVIDUAL’S ADAPTIVE SKILLS:
Teach & Support Individual’s Domestic Skills
Teach & Support Individual’s Personal Care
Teach and Support Individual’s Life Skills
Teach & Support Individual’s Functional Academics
Teach & Support Individual’s Social Skills
Teach & Support Individual’s Recreation and Leisure Activities
Teach and Support Individual’s Parenting Skills
Teach & Support Individual’s Job Readiness Skills
PROMOTE INDIVIDUAL’S ADAPTIVE SKILLS:
Teach and support individual’s domestic skills
Teach and support individual’s personal care
Teach and support individual’s life skills
Teach and support individual’s functional academics
Teach and support individual’s social skills
Teach and support individual’s recreation and leisure activities
Teach and support individual’s parenting skills
Teach and support individual’s job readiness

MAINTAIN SAFE ENVIRONMENT:
Practice universal precautions
Perform environmental scan
Respond to accidents, incidents and occurrences
Lift and transfer individuals and equipment
Operate and maintain equipment

DSW Apprenticeship
Annual Progress Update
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Annual DSW Apprenticeship Progress Update
U6173.0
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

U6173.1
U6173.2
U6173.3
U6173.4
U6173.5
U6173.6
U6173.7
U6173.8
U6173.9
U6173.10
U6173.11

U6174.0
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

U6174.1
U6174.2
U6174.3
U6174.4
U6174.5
U6174.6
U6174.7

U6175.0
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

U6175.1
U6175.2
U6175.3
U6175.4
U6175.5
U6175.6
U6175.7

U6176.0
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

U6176.1
U6176.2
U6176.3
U6176.4
U6176.5
U6176.6

MODEL AND PROMOTE HEALTHY LIFESTYLE:
Promote and Monitor Physical Health
Promote and Monitor Nutritional Health
Promote and Monitor Personal Hygiene
Promote Spiritual Well-Being
Promote and Monitor Emotional Well-Being
Liaise with Health Care Professionals
Implement Health Care Professionals’ Recommendations
Provide information on sexuality
Promote mental health
Promote individual’s health and safety
Promote and support life transitions
MANAGE MEDICATION:
Administer medication
Monitor response to medication
Ensure safe storage and disposal
Maintain inventory
Complete documentation
Liaise with health professionals
Educate individual and family regarding medication
APPLY CRISIS INTERVENTION STRATEGIES
Assess the situation
De-escalate situation
Intervene with individual
Debrief with individual
Debrief with staff
Debrief with other individuals
Develop protocols
PARTICIPATE IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF PERSON
DIRECTED PLANS:
Gather information
Collaborate in the development of person directed plans
Implement person directed plan
Implement multi-disciplinary team recommendations
Regularly review person-directed plan
Coordinate community services and supports

DSW Apprenticeship
Annual Progress Update
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Annual DSW Apprenticeship Progress Update
U6177.0
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

U6177.1
U6177.2
U6177.3
U6177.4
U6177.5
U6177.6

U6178.0
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

U6178.1
U6178.2
U6178.3
U6178.4
U6178.5

U6179.0
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

U6179.1
U6179.2
U6179.3
U6179.4
U6179.5
U6179.6
U6179.7
U6179.8
U6179.9

SUPPORT INDIVIDUAL TO DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN RELATIONSHIPS
Demonstrate respect for individual’s rights
Establish rapport with individual
Respect and encourage individual’s personal choices
Teach and facilitate individual’s self-advocacy and citizenship skills
Advocate for the individual
Promote and facilitate individual’s independence
FACILITATE FAMILY AND COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS:
Establish rapport with family
Advocate for family
Support family
Support community participation and inclusion
Promote and foster natural supports
DEVELOP SELF AND MAINTAIN PROFESSIONALISM:
Develop and maintain professional relationships
Maintain confidentiality
Adhere to legal consent processes
Identify, mediate and resolve conflicts
Recognize and report signs of individual’s neglect and abuse
Identify & manage personal needs
Practice time management
Maintain lifelong learning
Participate as a team member

Current Contacts as of January 2017:
Role

Name

Phone #

Email

Training Consultant (MAESD)
Manager Training &
Development
Regional Lead –
Etobicoke/North York regions
Regional Lead – Central
region
Regional Lead Scarborough
region
Coach- Mentor (fill in your
Coach-Mentor’s information)

Odette Kesler

416.314.9697

odette.kesler@ontario.ca

Yvonne Harrop

647.729.1171

yharrop@cltoronto.ca

Janice Newbound

416.371.3580

jnewbound@cltoronto.ca

Maria Grillo

647.640.3281

mgrillo@cltoronto.ca

Heather Dunn

647.726.0146

heather.dunn@cltoronto.ca

Click here to enter
text.

Click here to
enter text.

Click here to enter text.
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Personal Development Work Plan

Goal

Steps to Achieve Goal

Resources Required

(e.g. people, equipment, etc.)

Obstacles & Solutions

Date

Revised 8 July 2009
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Getting Skill-Sets Completed

Meet regularly:
Make efforts to meet with face to face at least once a month for 1-2 hours of
focused time. This time should be on work time and approved by the site
Supervisor, prior to the meeting. In the meeting discuss what skill sets you have
been working on. Have the Coach Mentor observe the skill sets and record
observations, positives and areas for improvement. Make plans for the review
date (your next meeting). Decide which 3 skills you will be focusing on over the
next month and between meetings.

Journaling:
Journaling is a helpful tool for the apprentice to record the actions and skills that
they’re performing in between meetings. The CM can read them over at the next
meeting and observe or verify the skills completed. You may also want to use the
journal to keep track of ideas and questions for skills sets you want to work on in
the future and which places/ locations and staff you might need to spend time
with to gain those skills.
Use sticky notes in you binder to cue you; to the skills you are currently working
on and the ones you want to work on next. Remember some of the skills that you
are demonstrating on the job can be used in multiple areas of the skill sets in that
section and throughout the binder.
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PROVINCIAL RESOURCES
MONTHLY STUDY PLAN TEMPLATE
MONTH:

WEEK

NEW SUBJECT/
TOPIC

REVIEW
SUBJECT/
TOPIC

(Which new skill
sets or blocks in
your Training
Standard or NOA
are you going to
focus on?)

(Which new skill
sets or blocks in
your Training
Standard or NOA
are you going to
focus on?)

PRACTICE
QUESTIONS

OTHER

SUPPORTS
(Who can I use as
support? What
resources will I
need? i.e. books,
codes)

WEEK 1
Dates:
to

WEEK 2
Dates:
to

WEEK 3
Dates:
to

WEEK 4
Dates:
to

Exam Prep Guide | Provincial Resources
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PROVINCIAL RESOURCES
WEEKLY STUDY SCHEDULE TEMPLATE
TIME

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

SUN

7:00 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM

Exam Prep Guide | Provincial Resources
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